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From XL to XS scale

Barcelona (ES) Un viento que sigue soplando.

Hinge between 22@ and Besòs

Study scales

Unit/ buildingClusterNeigbourhoodCity

Bcn Municipality Private sectors Local associations Citizens

community-oriented urbanism

new a for process Participatory 

1. Auscultation

Active understanding

territorial analysis

and map Actors 

Local associations

3 months

2. Participatory 

diagnosis

Thematic sessions

Proposals and strategies

Monitoring sessions

4 months

Execution

7 months

3. Open and 

collaborative process

and management

dynamisation Social 

Temporality

Planning

4. Implementation

and evaluation

maintenance

and Validation 

Space appropiation

+ 10 months

governance
Territorial 

Local government

Municipal areas

institutions

Territorial 

Local associations

Private sectors

Citizens

External governance

Milieus for a healthy neighbourhood

Tejido productivo- 

económico

Productive city

Green city

Tejido 

ecológico

Living city

Tejido 

residencial

Social city

Tejido socio-

cultural

 tejidos

  entre

Sinergía 

  interface

Sustainable 

Sustainability

Accessibility

Connectivity

State

Inclusion

Mixticity

Housing

Mixticity

Proximity

centralidades del barrio

las de actual Estado 

Public space

Accessibility

Comfort

Cohesion

Identity

Temporality

dynamisation

Economic 

El Besòs i el Maresme

in centralities Current 

vertical...

antes pero en 

barracas de 

las mismas 

Siguen siendo 

monofuncional..

espacio gris y 

predomina en el 

El asfalto 

comercial..

desierto 

absoluto 

El barrio es un 

Commerce

Educational 

Social / cultural

Medical /  sports

Groundfloor housing

Empty plots

Grey spaces

Improvable areas

Old Horta stream

barri Besòs

Casal de 

Llar-residència

cívic Besòs

Centre 

Besòs

Mercat

Gregal

solidari 

Menjador 

Maresme

Veïns 

Associació 

Gran

Gent 

Casal 

Museu Blau

El Fòrum

Green city Living city

Social city Productive city

Tejido ecológico Tejido residencial

Current status Current status

Current status Current status

High density

Low density

Single-family houses

Industrial

Mansana Cerdà

Multi-family houses

Medium density

Multi-family houses

City-scale parks

Grey spaces

Old Horta stream

Active commerce

Inactive commerce

Residential GF

Diagonal Mar

Centre Comercial 

Mercat Besòs
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the area and its needs. 

of situation current the comprehending 

to crucial is history its of 

understanding active an reason, this for 

and,  neighborhood Maresmeel i Besòs 

El well as impacted changes These 

transformations. 

urban consequent its and Games, 

Olympic the or immigration, rural 

by caused shortage housing the to due 

barracks of end the Plan, Cerdà the 

of establishment the by driven century, 

last the over growth urban rapid 

undergone has Barcelona of city The 

closed project. 

a than rather process, collaborative 

open an of part approach, 

global holistic, a through scale, 

city larger the and fabric dense the 

to voids urban the of scale proximity 

the reconnect to aims proposal 

the auscultation, territorial a After 

maintenance.

adequate ensure to essential be will 

evaluations periodic implementation, 

its after Lastly, crucial. be also 

will governance, external and territorial 

from actors multidisciplinary and time 

involving with together space, the of 

co-creators as citizens the Empowering 

consequences of climate change.

the addressing and activities 

existing of coexistence the ensuring 

while transformation, its for strategy 

a as dynamics social and ecological 

new generate to is objective The 

to the XS-unit/building scale). 

scale City XL- the (from policies urban 

different between dialogue multi-scalar 

a through Maresme, el i Besòs El 

of landscape urban the of redefinition 

and regeneration the for change 

of seed a constitute goals main The 

vibrant perspective.

cycles from an inclusive, metabolic and 

new introducing and vulnerabilities 

its addressing by neighborhood, 

resilient more a into Maresme 

el i Besòs El transform to fabrics urban 

different four following the reinforces 

and studies proposal the sense, this In 

neighbors.

its for and with neighborhood the 

regenerate and spaces catalyzing new 

create will approach, acupuncture an 

through that, actions conservative and 

realistic incisions, small socially; and 

ecologically also but level, physical 

a at just not neighborhood, the sew 

and reconnect to aims proposal The 

Ecological infrastructure Hydrological heritage

project material. 

as change climate the and landscape 

the using by sea, the with city 

the and river the with city the between 

connection bike and pedestrian the 

improving together; territory the stitch 

to aims project the scale, city a On 

Urban Drainage System (SUDS). 

underground, through passive Sustainable 

the with relationship the improving 

and cycle, water the optimizing 

and closing area, the of heritage natural 

the recover to aims proposal the Thus, 

neighborhood. the in surface permeable 

of 10% than less are there Currently 

Besòs

Aqüífer del 

22@

Besòs 

d'Horta

Old Riera 

comptal

Rec 

catalysts spaces and regenerate the area.

new create will approach, acupuncture an 

through that, actions River; Besòs the and 

22@ technological the between hinge a as 

condition its given socially, and ecologically 

also but level, physical a at just not 

connected, be to aims neighborhood The 

the area.

in predominate scapes rigid and 

monofunctional grey, Moreover, 

uses. everyday accomodate 

not do that parks city-scale 

with counts neighborhood The 

Ecological potential

cultural

Tejido socio-

Mixticity

Tejido productivo- 

económico

Proximity

Public space Housing

stock.

housing aging the of conditions 

habitability poor and deficiencies 

urban and architectural 

the by partly caused poverty 

energy and emergency housing 

of situation existing the improve 

and fabric residential vulnerable 

the rehabilitate and repair to 

proposed are actions of series A 

diversify the associative fabric. 

and strengthen to proposed 

is it isolation, and segregation 

of risk the prevent and inequality, 

social and situations vulnerability 

of increase current the reverse 

to Thus, dimension. social and 

physical the between dialectic 

a of result the is life Urban 

Center, on a city scale.

Shopping Mar Diagonal nearby 

the with contrasts that and 

relationships social diminished 

has that desert commercial 

current the addresses 

proposal the fabric, social the in 

role crucial a plays commerce 

local that Recognizing 

los vecinos...

para el uso de 

comunitarios 

Faltan espacios 

Avinguda Diagonal

E L   P O B L E N O U

Línia del Litoral

Estació

de França

22@

22@
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Tejido ecológico Tejido residencial

Living city

Social city

vs pedestrian streets

Renaturalisation Threshold spaces

Synergies with existing plans: 

Synergies with existing plans: 

Synergies with existing plans: 

Synergies with existing plans: 

Green city Espacio público

¡Las calles para la gente!

City: XL Neighbourhood: M Cluster/ unit: XS City: XL Neighbourhood: M Cluster/ unit: XS

City: XL Neighbourhood: M Cluster/ unit: XSCity: XL Neighbourhood: M Cluster/ unit: XS

Climatic (and social) shelters

Public space recovery Urban gardens and green façades

Vivienda

¡Por un barrio digno y seguro!

Before After

+1

BeforeAfter

Habitability and comfort

Dignification GF dwellings

Green boundaries

Community shared spaces

Tejido sociocultural

Mixticidad

¡Llenemos de vida las calles! Tejido productivo- económico ¡Levantemos persianas!

Proximidad

Domestic public spaceSports and cultural circuits

Reinforcing associative spaces

City streets

for the people

Productive roofs Temporal space appropiation

oportunitats

Programa 

| migrants Acollida 

| alimentaria 

millora Programa 

cívica equipaments | 

gestió Programa 

| carrers els vida de 

Omplim | escolars 

entorns els Protegim 

| barris de Pla 

Generation

Next | mitgeres de 

Pla | barris de Pla | 

exterior energètica 

rehabilitació 

la a per Ajuts 

AEB | residencials 

edificis rehabilitació 

Ajust AHC 

Next Generation

| Besòs Agenda | 

vius terrats de Pla | 

oficial protecció de 

baixos Programa 

| barris de Pla 

oportunitats

Programa | migrants 

Acollida | alimentaria 

millora Programa 

| equipaments 

cívica gestió Programa 

| carrers els vida 

de Omplim | escolars 

entorns els Protegim 

| barris de Pla 

Human scale recovery

+30°C +26°C

BEFORE AFTER
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Carrer de Llull

C/ Cristóbal de Moura

Private Public Private

GF Housing

Back walls

cross-ventilation

Without 

Pg. Sant Joan, Bcn by Lola Domènech Bordeaux, Lacaton & Vassal

Montréal, ADHOC Architectes

Façade extension

Commerce

Productive gardens

Legend

Existing trees

New trees

Social/playgroung

A wind that keeps blowing.-Motto Cooperativa Gregal

9,6% 20,4%

Productive- economic city

Opportunity spaces

Catalog of actions for a sustainable interface:

linearity.

and monotonicity scale, the break 

to Prim Rambla in actions Improvement 

landscape. the through scale, 

neighbourhood a on and city) and sea 

river, (linking scale city a on together 

territory the : Stitching Connectivity

(suds).

Systems Drainage Urban Sustainable 

passive through permeability 

surface increase and enable 

 optimization:and closure cycle Water 

shade, rain gardens or biodiversity.

through guaranteed is comfort thermal 

and place take narratives new where 

social) shelters on a neighbourhood level, 

(& climatic of network a to city-scale, 

a on spaces green and voids urban From 

the area.

of conditions thermal the imrpove and 

-2-3° by effect island heat the reduce 

facades)to and backwalls ground, 

the (on biodiversity and greenery 

low-maintenance and local Increased 

+1

GF

than underground parking.

soluction cost-effective more A 

gardens, playgrounds, sports/ cultural).

above(urban uses diverse accommodating 

and streets, shady avoiding 

security, ensure will (ings), Park Community 

elevated of creation and pacificacion 

street asphalt, in covered area a In 

greenery.

aromatic trees, fruit of Introduction 

rooftops. or spaces public in gardens 

urban self-managed of Creation 

citizens in future space decisions.

involve to important more even is it 

 Thus, planning. urban the in properties-, 

building -private volumetric" specific 

to subject "Areas as 18 Code with 

described are neighborhood the in voids 

urban the that consider to essential is It 

Code 18

a cost-effective and faster execution.

Prefabricated modules will be used, for 

rehabilitation and extension.

energy efficiency through the facade's 

and comfort thermal improving while 

accessibility and habitability Increase 

finishings.

different 

materials, 

Same 

strategy

Prefabrication 

Study of the current housing condition:

and sustainable development. 

inclusive more a for edges porous soft 

private-domestic; and public outside, 

and inside between spaces threshold 

intermediary  create will balconies new 

of addition and extensions facade The 

Different degrees of sharing

boundaries will also be crucial.

soft and spaces threshold of creation 

the context, this In “dignification”. their 

proposes instead but dwellings floor 

the proposal does not get rid of ground 

facilities, housing of lack the of view In 

productive purposes.

and domestic social, for premises, 

floor ground empty or rooftops on 

New community spaces will be located 

unique and idiosyncratic.

to grey and generic from spaces 

the transform to neighborhood the 

for image new a  building space:the 

of characterization and Singularization 

pride.

neighborhood and memory collective 

togetherness, of sense a foster 

will decisions planning in community 

involvement of families, citizens and the 

active The participation: Citizen 

and mixed-uses

profiles.

interculturale and intergenerational 

welcoming nodes sports and 

cultural both promotes proposal The 

and open community.

cohesive inclusive, more a into turn will 

strategy This Barri…). del Casal Gregal, 

(Cooperativa spaces community 

or facilities initiatives, local new 

and existing supporting and Creating 

living-room…).
urban dining-room, (urban non-human 

and human both for areas, play 

and resting with lightning and furniture 

urban inclusive and flexible New 

stay-rest and play spaces.

meeting, accessible and inclusive 

flexible, through neighborhood 

the of scale human the recover to 

attempts proposal the buildings-scale, 

and streets oversized the with cope To 

 

human-scale recovery.

promoting and space urban 

the revitalizing by circuits economic 

and centralities latent reinforce 

to aims project the circuits: Proximity 

panels.

photovoltaic through production 

energy and gardening urban 

activities, communal for rooftops of 

utilization the promotes proposal The 

responsibility.

civil thus, and belonging and 

ownerhisp of sense a well as promoting 

encouraged, also is appropriation space 

temporal through dynamics daily and 

economy local the of reactivation The 

future.

the for potential maximum ensure 

will spaces opportunity permeable and 

flexible mixed-use, new of  creation The 

will play a significant role in this milieu.

groundfloors porours and transparency 

edges, soft of encouragement The 

Soft edges

climate change.

of consequences the addressing and 

activities existing of coexistence the 

ensuring while changes, programmatic 

and organizational, topological, 

physical, involves transformation The 
Besòs

del Mercat 

scales and different stages.

different in implemented be can 

that strategy a as developed 

be will areas, “second-hand” 
considered now spaces These 

gardens”. “pocket or spaces 

open of network a of definition 

the through neighborhood 

the of void urban “densify”the 
to pretends approach The 

of its transformation.

project, with citizens as main protagonists 

closed or definitive a than rather criteria 

management or roadmap a process, 

dynamic open an around revolves 

Maresme el i Besòs El of regeneration 

the productive-economical), 

and social living, (ecological, milieus 

different 4 the on work the Through 

episodes with a certain continuity.

urban generate can that uses new and 

economy circular and local Support 

12

21 15

18

Permeability

New facade extensions

22

24

25

30

31

FESTA MAJOR!
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Actions/ milieus timeline 

2025 2027 2030 2032 +30°C +26°C

Bike connections

Renaturalisation

Climatic shelters

Parking

Rehabilitation

Accessibility

School circuits

Social reinforcement

Sports/cultural circuits

dynamisation

Economic 

Energy production

Free Wi-Fi areas

Existing housing

Façade extension

Commerce

Pedestrian streets

Roads

Green boundaries

Social areas Productive gardens

Section 1

Section 2

S3

S4

S2 S1

BEFORE AFTER

Legend

Section 3
Section 4

2m 2m 2m 2m 2m 2m 2m 2m 2m 2m 2m 2m

2m 2m 2m 2m 2m 2m

Community Park (ing)Community Park (ing)Community Park (ing)

Community Park (ing)Rambla Prim

Jove de Bcn

Castellera Colla 

Besos i el Maremse

gegantera Colla 

Alfons el Mangànim

Casal de barri

Assemblea Joves / Rambla Prim Alfons el Mangànim

cultural/ sports hub

and Commerce 

cultural/ sports hub

and Commerce 
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Implementation and evaluation

potential areas of improvement.

identify and maintenance, adequate 

ensure effectiveness, the assess 

to essential be will evaluations periodic 

execution, and implementation its After 

process without a defined endpoint.

ongoing an soplando”embodies 
sigue que viento “Un mentioned, As 

fostering a sustainable interface.

neighborhood, walkable and safe 

a create to site, the of part northern 

the on areas vulnerable most the 

with starting on focus a with and years, 

10 of span a within implemented be to 

phases, different in structured is project 

the Therefore, milieus. sustainable 

implementing in agent important an 

as considered is time proposal, the In 

strategies. 

care and logics gender metabolisms, 

on founded sensitivities, cultural 

and policies urban new incorporates 

that process transformation A 

 process.and energy-conscious

social innovative, feminist, inclusive, 

resilient, a through neighborhood 

the redefine to aim actions 

proposed the described, previously As 

 

community for future generations.

flourishing and vibrant a as thrive 

can Maresme el I Besòs El vision, shared 

a and efforts collaborative Through 

interface. 

sustainable new a creating synergies, 

neighborhood’s the enhance 

to opportunity an presents possibilities 

catalyzing of range wide The 

Maresme. 

nature is an issue of scales in El Besòs i el 

and city between relationship The 

planning decisions

urban in participation community 

and walkability neighbourhood, 

mixed-use a of importance 

the emphasizes proposal The 

C
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e 
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rs

inclusive

diverse

empowered

feministic

circular

resilient

innovative

social

neighborhood.

Towards a

Southwest Besòs Polygons Maresme polygons

New Pocket gardens and Community Park(ings)


